Gmos-04

I know that the GMOS has been talked about quite a bit, but i have a little input. I started the
Install in my Chevy Tahoe with bose and onstar with a gmos Version 2. I had nothing but
problems : engine buzz, pops, hisses, the unit being muted randomly, and all other sorts of
annoyances. Today i went on a mission to find a gmos version 2. I found one at circuit city,
wired it in, AND its perfect!!! Everything works flawlessly. So for anyoen with issues. Check
your version and consider finding V 2. Thanks to everyone for all your help with my install. The
recall is only due to the plastic case they are housed in. The case has a notch on the inside
which can crack a resister on the circuit board. You can post now and register later. If you have
an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this
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Controls. Easy to install with an aftermarket radio, easy to program with our auto detect feature.
Replace Factory Radio. Remove that featureless factory radio and install an aftermarket radio
with Axxess's radio replacement interfaces and harnesses. Add Remote Start. Cut down in
installation time with Axxess's remote start vehicle specific harnesses. Add Cameras to Factory
Radio. Stay aware of your surroundings and improve safety by adding cameras to your existing
factory screen. Add Amp to Factory Radio. Get the sound quality you're looking for by adding
aftermarket amplifiers to your factory radio with Axxess's Add-n-amp option. Device
Connection. Stay safe and connected while driving by installing an Axxess connectivity
interface and mobility products. Digital Signal Processor. Upgrade your sound, keep your
factory radio and retain your functions with our versatile digital signal processor. Add
Navigation to Factory Radio. You can also add on a reverse camera, an HDMI input for smart
device mirroring, and more. What do you want to do? Provides accessory power volt amp
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more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand:
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reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Because the RP5-GM11 may inject very noticeable hiss and static into
your speakers. The GMOS has the ability to eliminate that problem by turning down the gain.
There is no adjustment for this on the RP5-GM My vehicle: Hummer H2, bose sound system OEM 6 disc head unit, bose speakers and subwoofer, and "luxury" version of the bose amp. The
LUX amp is the digital one, and I can now advise that you should really know in advance which
one you have before choosing an interface like this. Google lux vs premium bose amp. See
attached photo posted by another installer We are not talking about whether or not your vehicle
is a "luxury" class model or not. I installed two RP5-GM11's first one had other defects besides
hiss. Whether or not my new head unit wiring harness was even connected to the RP5-GM11
module, and no matter what audio source was selected even if fully connected, I expereinced a
low level hiss coming from all speakers, not related to engine speed NOT engine whine and
present whether the vehicle was running or I was just running power from the accessory key
position. All my connections were double checked, soldered, and all grounds were fine. The
hiss only went away when power was taken away from the RP5 unit. That only happened when I
chose to "power off" the head unit completely. Hummer H2 - not the quietest vehicle, and I
could clearly hear the hiss while driving under all conditions. Contact with PacAudio resulted in
them having no solutions, other than telling me they tested their unit with "all trim levels" and
this was the first they heard of this. They suggested I bypass the amp. A search of the internet,
however, revealed others with the hiss issue. On to the GMOS. I also bought the steering wheel
controller ASWC-1 which was an easy install as the GMOS module already has a pigtail
connector for the steering wheel controller - other than splicing in a red wire to the radio
harness power lead, this part of it was plug and play - auto detected my head unit and all was
good. If you have on-star, and whether or not you use on-star, I would still suggest connecting
your aftermarket radio's "mute" wire to the GMOS harness mute wire. If not, whenever on-star
turns on, whether by accidently hitting the steering wheel controller on-star button or not, it will
shut off power to your radio. Then you get to watch it go through a start up from scratch
process - not great if in a navigation mode. What makes the GMOS better? Back down the gain
just a little and the hiss was gone. As for volume; even with the gain turned down even more
from where I set it, the sound was still louder than with the OEM. I lost nothing. By MrFixIt on
October 30, Images in this review. I wouldn't recommend this kit for a novice, as it is quite
confusing, and because it's so universal, it is difficult to figure out what to wire where for YOUR
vehicle and car even more confusing if you have the steering wheel control module. However,
once you figure it out, or if there were higher quality instructions, this would be perfect. I would
recommend to the makers of this device to spend some money on making some clear, quality
installation videos for common vehicle types. It's also a bit daunting to figure out which of these
will work on YOUR vehicle. Once it's installed, it works flawlessly. I would strongly recommend
getting the heat solder butt-connectors if you have to do any bare-wire connecting in your
installation. My only other gripe is that it is quite expensive for what it is, but if you have a BOSE
system, you're not going to get your radio installed right without this. It works well. It's
EXTREMELY cheaply made, the directions are complicated with no diagram, and there are a
couple of contradictive instructions concerning which and when to use certain wires. I had
originally gotten the Crux module and although it seemed better made it failed to produce any
sound. The thing that drew me to this unit was being able to leave the chimes coming through
the speakers. I believe this is the only module to do so. If that is also drawing you in let me say
that it's not worth it. My chimes now have a speaker tick after each ding as if there's a left over
surge. Have you ever used a 9v to check your speaker? That's the sound. The crux uses one
module for onstar, chimes, bose, and steering wheel controls. It's simpler and has a diagram. If I
did it again I would have gotten a replacement. Compared to PAC this is a 5 star rating. The PAC
chime sound horrible. This door chime is through the speakers, not a25 cent crackerjack
speaker that comes with PAC. PAC harnesses are super loose, fallout and it causes a hissing
noise. These are better. Use that plug to bypass stock amp. Good luck. I tried hooking up my
Pioneer aftermarket stereo in my chevy silverado without the interface being cheap. By using
red to brown ac wire for turn on. That didn't work for me, i was getting tons of engine noise etc.
So i got this interface and it worked. I don't have Onstar, so that part i left out. It works with my
door chimes and alarm. The only thing i was hoping it would also do is work with my volume
control on my steering wheel. But that part didn't work. The main thing is it works and for this
price i hope it works for a long time. If it doesn't i will be back. One person found this helpful. I
spent extra time soldering every joint, so my install took a little extra time. With that said, this kit

worked well for my application. I have a Chevy Avalanche, to my failure I did not purchase the
steering wheel controls kit to go with this one. If youre in the same vehicle I am, dont make the
same mistake I did. The kit im reviewing had everything it said it did and worked well. I would
use this brand again and be happy to do so. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Have no onstar and bypassed amp so really do I need an expensive adapter for chimes? Get
basic harness and Steering control adapter, it works well. No steering wheel control hook up
but I knew that when I bought it and I never used them before anyways. Report abuse. What a
waste of money. After spending all this money it was missing a key component to actually hook
the speakers to the radio. Do not buy this product Works great. Everything works perfectly and
it was almost plug and play with only a couple of simple connections to be made! Very Pleased.
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